
LONDON: Shares across the globe fell
yesterday, buffeted by escalating violence
in Hong Kong that pushed Asian stocks to
their worst day since August and stoked
demand for the safe-haven yen and gold. In
the 24th straight week of pro-democracy
unrest, Hong Kong police shot and wound-
ed a protester as the Chinese-ruled territo-
ry saw rare working-hours violence.

The MSCI world equity index, which
tracks shares in 47 countries, slipped
0.2%, with Hong Kong’s Hang Seng index
falling 2.7% and leading losses across
Asia. There, MSCI’s widest index of Asia-
Pacific shares outside Japan fell 1.2% from
six-month highs to set a course for its
worst day since late August. Chinese blue
chips dropped 1.8%. The nerves spread to
Europe, too. The broad Euro STOXX 600
fell 0.2%, with London shares slipping
0.6% ahead of British GDP data. Wall
Street futures gauges were also set to suf-
fer, suggesting losses of around 0.4%.

Some investors said markets risked being
hit by any further escalation of the violence
in Hong Kong, where protesters are angry
about what they see as police brutality and
meddling by Beijing in the freedoms guar-

anteed to the former British colony. “At
some stage I think it will be likely that there
will be a more fully-fledged crackdown,”
said StÈphane Barbier de la Serre, a strate-
gist at Makor Capital Markets. “And if you
see a crackdown, you could see markets
collapsing. For these reasons markets are
complacent.”

The violence in Hong Kong sent
investors running for assets perceived as
safe havens and away from riskier curren-
cies. Gold rose 0.4%, rebounding from a
three-month low touched on Friday to
reach $1,463.49 per ounce. The Japanese
yen, which often strengthens in times of

global political or economic turmoil,
strengthened 0.3% against the dollar.
China’s yuan, in contrast, weakened 0.3%
to 7 per dollar in offshore trade.

Trade war
Investors were also focused on the US-

China trade talks. After a bout of optimism
last week over prospects for Washington
and Beijing to reach an initial deal that
would quell the worst of the 18-month old
dispute, doubts over prospects for a res-
olution gnawed again. On Saturday, US
President Donald Trump said talks with
China had moved more slowly than he
would have liked. 

Trump said reports that the United
States was willing to lift tariffs were
incorrect, adding that Beijing wanted a
deal more than he did. Still, some market
players said Trump’s comments fitted an

established pattern of optimistic rhetoric
from the US president being followed by a
more skeptical tone. A deal was still likely,
they said. “It’s the usual two steps forward
and one step backwards,” said Adam Cole,
head of FX strategy at RBC Capital
Markets. 

“We are probably still moving in the
direction (of a deal), and that’s the way the
market is priced on balance ... the direction
is still a positive one.” The uncertainty over
trade weighed on commodities markets

commodities. Oil lost nearly 1% yesterday,
with concerns over trade looming and wor-
ries on oversupply weighed on the market.
Brent crude was down 54 cents, or 0.9%, at
$61.97 by 0745 GMT. — Reuters
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EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer                           304.650
Euro                                                  337.700
Sterling Pound                                  391.930
Canadian dollar                                231.580
Turkish lira                                       54.400
Swiss Franc                                      307.730
US Dollar Buying                             297.200

ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen                                    2.795
Indian Rupees                                  4.276
Pakistani Rupees                              1.977
Srilankan Rupees                             1.681
Nepali Rupees                                 2.666
Singapore Dollar                              226.250
Hongkong Dollar                              38.913
Bangladesh Taka                              3.548
Philippine Peso                                 6.032
Thai Baht                                          10.100
Malaysian ringgit                             77.916

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal                                       81.294
Qatari Riyal                                      83.730
Omani Riyal                                      791.813
Bahraini Dinar                                  809.490
UAE Dirham                                     83.000

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash                   21.500

Egyptian Pound - Transfer              18.894
Yemen Riyal/for 1000                     1.224
Tunisian Dinar                                  111.190
Jordanian Dinar                                430.020
Lebanese Lira/for 1000                  0.203
Syrian Lira                                        0.000
Morocco Dirham                             32.204

Rate for Transfer                          Selling Rate
US Dollar                                          304.290
Canadian Dollar                               230.670
Sterling Pound                                  390.830
Euro                                                  337.040
Swiss Frank                                      305.905
Bahrain Dinar                                   809.220
UAE Dirhams                                   83.250
Qatari Riyals                                     84.490
Saudi Riyals                                      82.040
Jordanian Dinar                                430.470
Egyptian Pound                               18.895
Sri Lankan Rupees                           1.682
Indian Rupees                                  4.268
Pakistani Rupees                              1.954
Bangladesh Taka                              3.532
Philippines Pesso                             6.014
Cyprus pound                                  18.105
Japanese Yen                                    3.790
Syrian Pound                                    1.590
Nepalese Rupees                             2.689
Malaysian Ringgit                            74.585
Chinese Yuan Renminbi                   43.915

Thai Bhat                                          11.015
Turkish Lira                                      53.170
Singapore dollars                             223.449

CURRENCY                                 BUY                             SELL
Europe

British Pound                                    0.382495                        0.396395
Czech Korune                                  0.005146                        0.014446
Danish Krone                                   0.040844                       0.045844
Euro                                                  0.328105                        0.341805
Georgian Lari                                   0.102340                        0.102340
Hungarian 0.000914                        0.001104
Norwegian Krone                            0.029249                        0.034449
Romanian Leu                                  0.053523                        0.070373
Russian ruble                                    0.004757                       0.004757
Slovakia                                            0.009111                         0.019111
Swedish Krona                                 0.027307                       0.032307
Swiss Franc                                      0.298956                        0.309956

Australasia
Australian Dollar                              0.200449                       0.212449
New Zealand Dollar                         0.186978                        0.196478

America
Canadian Dollar                               0.224760                        0.233760
US Dollars                                        0.300550                       0.305850
US Dollars Mint                               0.301050                       0.305850

Asia
Bangladesh Taka                              0.003003                       0.003804

Chinese Yuan                                   0.042171                         0.045671
Hong Kong Dollar                            0.036816                        0.039566
Indian Rupee                                    0.003671                        0.004443
Indonesian Rupiah                           0.000017                       0.000023
Japanese Yen                                    0.002707                       0.002887
Korean Won                                     0.000252                       0.000267
Malaysian Ringgit                            0.069640                       0.075640
Nepalese Rupee                              0.002627                       0.002967
Pakistan Rupee                                0.001296                        0.002066
Philippine Peso                                 0.005757                       0.006057
Singapore Dollar                              0.218345                         0.228345
Sri Lankan Rupee                            0.001320                        0.001900
Taiwan                                              0.009886                       0.010066
Thai Baht                                          0.009699                       0.010249
Vietnamese Dong                            0.000013                       0.000013

Arab
Bahraini Dinar                                  0.801938                        0.809998
Egyptian Pound                               0.018653                        0.021393
Iranian Riyal                                     0.000084                      0.000086
Iraqi Dinar                                        0.000214                        0.000274
Jordanian Dinar                                0.424785                        0.433785
Kuwaiti Dinar                                   1.000000                       1.000000
Lebanese Pound                              0.000151                        0.000251
Moroccan Dirhams                          0.021219                         0.045219
Omani Riyal                                      0.786168                        0.794069
Qatar Riyal                                       0.083024                       0.083858
Saudi Riyal                                       0.080153                        0.081453
Syrian Pound                                    0.001292                        0.001512
Tunisian Dinar                                  0.103071                        0.111071
Turkish Lira                                      0.046045                       0.055890
UAE Dirhams                                   0.082311                         0.083139
Yemeni Riyal                                    0.000990                      0.001070

SHANGHAI: A worker walks on a road next to the new Tesla factory built in Shanghai. —AFP 
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Food shortage fears
spark panic buying 
in protest-hit
Lebanon
BEIRUT: Fearing food shortages in protest-hit Lebanon,
Sanaa crammed bags of fava beans into a packed trolley,
one of dozens of shoppers who rushed to buy basic sup-
plies in a Beirut department store. “I don’t remember ever
stocking up on so much food,” said the 40-year-old
woman. “We are preparing for the coming days and the
murky phase awaiting us.”

Around Sanaa, a civil servant who asked to use a pseu-
donym, shoppers swarmed the meat refrigerators and
vegetable stalls, mostly ignoring the alcohol and sweets
aisles to focus on essential food products. Lebanon has
been gripped by an unprecedented wave of grassroots
protests since mid-October, with citizens demanding an
overhaul of a political class deemed incompetent and cor-
rupt. Across the country, supermarkets have been hit by
panic-buying amid rumors of an upcoming shortage in
food staples and additional price hikes. 

Fears were deepened by warnings from petrol station
owners and hospitals of a shortage of fuel and medicine
after banks limited access to the dollars they needed to
pay for supplies. Standing beside a row of canned food,
Antoine Dirani said the restrictive bank measures were
causing panic, driving people to withdraw money from
their accounts and stock up on supplies. “We are now liv-
ing in the heart of the crisis,” he said. Looking around him,

the 63-year-old recalled Lebanon’s 1975-1990 civil war
and said: “I hope such days won’t come back. “I remem-
ber how we used to stand in line and beg for bread.”

Bank restrictions
Demonstrators have targeted banks and state institu-

tions, demanding better living conditions in a country they
say has become unaffordable for ordinary people. For two
decades, the Lebanese pound has been pegged to the
greenback, with the currencies used interchangeably in
daily life. But banks have been reducing access to dollars
since the end of the summer, following fears of a shortage

in central bank reserves.
Access was further limited days ago after banks

reopened for the first time since the unprecedented popu-
lar uprising began on October 17. They have halted all
ATM withdrawals in dollars and severely restricted con-
versions from Lebanese pounds. This has forced people to
change money on the black market where they are
charged higher exchange rates, in what amounts to a de-
facto devaluation of the pound. The official exchange rate
remains fixed at 1,507 Lebanese pounds to the dollar, but
the rate on the parallel market has passed 1,800, leading
to price hikes. — Reuters

BEIRUT: People shop at a supermarket in the Lebanese capital Beirut. For two decades, the Lebanese pound
has been pegged to the US dollar, with both currencies used interchangeably in daily life. But banks have been
reducing access to dollars since the end of the summer, following fears of a shortage in central bank dollar
reserves. In recent days, banks halted all ATM withdrawals in dollars and severely restricted conversions from
Lebanese pounds. —AFP 

Sell off grips
southern Europe
bond markets
LONDON: A selloff in southern European bond
markets gathered pace yesterday, pushing yields
higher, with an inconclusive election in Spain
adding to uncertainty in its bond market.
Government bond markets across the single-cur-
rency bloc have been hurt in recent weeks by
optimism over a US-China trade deal and signs of
stabilization in economic data. But Italy’s bond
market, in particular, and to a lesser extent
Spanish and Portuguese ones have borne the
brunt of selling in recent sessions.

Analysts put this down to a number of factors
such as a growing sense that further European
Central Bank stimulus is unlikely and profit-taking
on stellar gains in peripheral bond markets before
year-end-Italian and Spanish 10-year bond yields
are down 140 and 100 basis points respectively
this year. They said a Financial Times article,
reporting that new ECB chief Christine Lagarde is
to face calls for an overhaul of how the ECB
decides monetary policy highlights that the bar to
further policy action is high. That is seen as nega-
tive for peripheral bond markets - which have
been strong beneficiaries of ECB asset purchases.

“The FT article adds to this notion that the
ECB is reaching the limits of what it can do, rate
cut expectations have faded and that helps
explain the weakness in peripheral bonds,” said
Rainer Guntermann, a rates strategist at
Commerzbank. While yields on higher-rated
bonds such as German and Dutch ones were
steady , 10-year yields across southern Europe
rose. Italy’s 10-year bond yield was 7 bps higher
on the day at 1.34%, while its gap over Bund
yields was at its widest in over two months at
around 161 bps.

It has jumped 30 bps this month alone, while
French and German peers are up around 12 bps
each. In Spain, 10-year bond yields rose 2 bps to
0.41%, pushing the gap with its German peer to
its highest level since mid-October at around 67
bps. Spain’s acting prime minister, Socialist leader
Pedro Sanchez, faced the prospect of hard bar-
gaining to form a government yesterday after his
gamble on holding the country’s second election
this year resulted in no clear winner but a surge
for the far right. — Reuters

Euro hobbles around 
4-week low vs dollar 
LONDON: The euro held steady against the US dollar
yesterday after matching a four-week low earlier as the
greenback maintained its gains on optimism that the
United States and China would roll back tariffs that have
hurt global growth. Officials from both countries said
late last week that a rollback of some tit-for-tat tariffs
had been agreed as part of a preliminary deal, that has
still to be finalized, aimed at ending their trade war.

Even though that was subsequently denied by US
President Donald Trump on Friday, he did not com-
pletely rule out a deal and US benchmark Treasuries

held above a key support level at 1.9%, buoying the
currency. Moves were slight as traders kept a wary eye
on further news on the US-China trade war, and against
the safe-haven Japanese yen the dollar fell as market
participants reacted to the escalating political con-
frontations in Hong Kong. 

“Market participants have become more cautious
over the potential positive impact for global growth
from a partial US-China trade deal following comments
from President Trump,” said Lee Hardman, currency
analyst at MUFG. “Nevertheless, market participants
are likely to remain optimistic that the US and China
are moving closer to finalizing a partial trade deal by
the end of this year,” Hardman said.

The euro traded at $1.1023, flat but not far from the
Oct. 15 low of $1.10165 it fell to on Friday. The Japanese
currency was last up 0.3% at 108.98 against the dollar.
The index which tracks the dollar against six major cur-

rencies was neutral at 98.317, flirting with a four-week
low. The Chinese yuan weakened 0.3% to 7 per dollar
in offshore trade on fresh violence in Hong Kong, where
police fired live rounds at protestors, with Cable TV
and other media reporting at least one person being
wounded.

Disappointing economic data also hurt sentiment
toward the yuan, as China’s producer prices fell the
most in more than three years in October, National
Bureau of Statistics (NBS) data showed on Saturday,
while the country’s consumer prices rose at their fastest
pace in almost eight years. Elsewhere, the British pound
was up 0.1% at $1.2797 despite the fact that Moody’s
warned on Friday it might cut its rating on Britain’s sov-
ereign debt again, saying that neither of the main politi-
cal parties in next month’s election was likely to tackle
high borrowing levels which Brexit had made even
harder to fix. — Reuters


